Patent Lifecycle

Landon IP provides global support services throughout the patent lifecycle, including:

- Patent searching, IP analytics, and information research and document retrieval.
- Patent portfolio management and monitoring.
- Licensing and global communication services.
- Language services such as translation, sight translation, patent and technical development.
- Prosecution services such as filing, prosecution, post-filing, and enforcement.
- Commercialization services such as strategic IP due diligence and IP counseling.
- Support personnel courses such as PRG Basic and Intermediate Patent Courses.

In addition to translations and filing support, Landon IP provides other global support services throughout the patent lifecycle, including:

- 100% of the busiest patent litigation law firms identified in IP Law & Business's survey.
- 66% of the top patent law firms and individuals on Intellectual Property Today's list.
- 38% of IPO's list of the top 300 organizations granted U.S. patents.
- 17 of the top 50 companies in the Fortune 50.
- 51 of the 100 Top Global Innovators on Thomson Reuters' list.

Landon IP is headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia, U.S., just a few blocks from the offices of the USPTO. We also have offices in:

- Southfield, Michigan, U.S.
- Tokyo, Japan
- Shanghai, China

For more information about how Landon IP can help your organization, visit our website at www.landon-ip.com or contact us:

- In the U.S. at +1 703.486.1150 or mail@landon-ip.com
- In Europe at +44 (0)20 3116 6400 or europe@landon-ip.com
- In Japan at +81 (0) 3 6717 4062 or japan@landon-ip.com
- In China at +86 (0) 10 5239 9929 or china@landon-ip.com

For more than 25 years, Landon IP has specialized in providing high-quality intellectual property translations, with a focus on patent applications, patents, and prior art documents. Unlike many of our competitors, patents are at the core of our business, allowing us to give you the peace of mind you require for your critical patent translation and global filing needs.
Patent applications are the key focus of Landon IP’s translation business. The risks associated with low-quality patent application translations are huge, including unfavorable claim construction, narrowed scope, an unenforceable patent, or invalidated claims.

All it takes is an improper translation of one key word or phrase to eliminate or limit the protection you thought you had. Unlike a general translation provider, Landon IP’s patent experts know how to avoid these risks and help you protect your patent rights in other countries. In addition to our translation expertise, Landon IP understands all the nuances associated with filing your patent applications abroad after they are translated. You can rely on us to meet all of your global filing support needs because we have:

- The ability to work seamlessly with your preferred agents
- A worldwide network of fully-vetted in-country agents to whom we are happy to refer you
- In-depth knowledge of regulations, procedures, and formalities, regardless of country — it’s critical that your application is properly translated, but it is just as critical that it is properly formatted and filed
- Expert understanding of Paris Convention and PCT National Phase entry, as well as the EP National Validation process
- Many years of experience handling global legalization and certification

Our unique combination of expertise in patent translations, legalization and certification, and global filing means that you benefit from efficiency, consistency, transparency, and cost savings.

Your Trusted Provider for All Patent-Related Translations

Accurately translated intellectual property documents, including patent applications, support many critical legal and business decisions and activities. Whatever your needs, Landon IP has you covered with the expertise of our professional native-language translators and technology specialists. In addition to patent applications, we translate the full range of intellectual property documents, including, but not limited to:

- Patent file histories
- Prior art of any kind, such as:
  - Published patents
  - Non-patent literature, e.g., journal articles or technical manuals
- Office actions
- Appeals/responses to opposition
- Licensing agreements
- Discovery materials

Unlike general translation providers, Landon IP supports your translation needs with an unmatched team that combines expertise in native language translation, patents and patent law, and all major technology disciplines. And our specialization in intellectual property translation means faster turn-around times and enhanced quality.

Landon IP’s translations are part of an integrated suite of patent support services, from patent drafting through filing with local patent authorities in other countries. This ensures that you benefit from greater project efficiency and overall cost savings and provides you with consistency in terminology across multiple translations. By acting as your trusted provider for the entire complicated process, we deliver peace of mind.

We handle all major European, Asian, and Latin American languages and regularly translate in over 50 language pairs.

Landon IP performs all of our translation projects in accordance with processes that exceed the quality assurance standards for translation services defined by ASTM International and the European Committee for Standardization (CEN).

All translations are handled by native-language patent translators with expertise in the relevant technical art. We use a best practice linguist selection process, which includes subject matter-specific certification. Translation is followed by editing by a second specialized patent translator, and then proofreading by the Project Manager to ensure adherence to formatting and other customer requirements.

• We have an in-house team of over 120 technologists who are available to provide assistance as subject matter experts throughout a project. As appropriate, we use our QuadCheck™ process, which incorporates formal involvement by a bilingual technologist as an additional quality control step.

Landon IP understands that successful translation projects require extensive interaction with the customer at all stages of the effort. Throughout every project, one of our patent-proficient Project Managers will be your single point-of-contact. They’ll work hand-in-hand with you to ensure that we understand your requirements up front, promptly resolve any questions that arise during the course of your projects, and provide final translation deliverables that meet or exceed your expectations.

Landon IP partners with you to determine the exact approach, level of service, and type of deliverable you need to meet your business or legal objectives, which may differ from project to project.
Patent applications are the key focus of Landon IP’s translation business. The risks associated with low-quality patent application translations are huge, including unfavorable claim construction, narrowed scope, an unenforceable patent, or invalidated claims.

All it takes is an improper translation of one key word or phrase to eliminate or limit the protection you thought you had. Unlike a general translation provider, Landon IP’s patent experts know how to avoid these risks and help you protect your patent rights in other countries.

In addition to our translation expertise, Landon IP understands all the nuances associated with filing your patent applications abroad after they are translated. You can rely on us to meet all of your global filing support needs because we have:

- The ability to work seamlessly with your preferred agents
- A worldwide network of fully-vetted in-country agents to whom we are happy to refer you
- In-depth knowledge of regulations, procedures, and formalities, regardless of country — it’s critical that your application is properly translated, but it is just as critical that it is properly formatted and filed
- Expert understanding of Paris Convention and PCT National Phase entry, as well as the EP National Validation process
- Many years of experience handling global legalization and certification

Our unique combination of expertise in patent translations, legalization and certification, and global filing means that you benefit from efficiency, consistency, transparency, and cost savings.

Your Trusted Provider for All Patent-Related Translations

Accurately translated intellectual property documents, including patent applications, support many critical legal and business decisions and activities. Whatever your needs, Landon IP has you covered with the expertise of our professional native-language translators and technology specialists. In addition to patent applications, we translate the full range of intellectual property documents, including, but not limited to:

- Patent file histories
- Prior art of any kind, such as:
  - Published patents
  - Non-patent literature, e.g., journal articles or technical manuals
- Office actions
- Appeals/responses to opposition
- Licensing agreements
- Discovery materials

- Unlike general translation providers, Landon IP supports your translation needs with an unmatched team that combines expertise in native language translation, patents and patent law, and all major technology disciplines. And our specialization in intellectual property translation means faster turn-around times and enhanced quality.

- Landon IP’s translations are part of an integrated suite of patent support services, from patent drafting through filing with local patent authorities in other countries. This ensures that you benefit from greater project efficiency and overall cost savings and provides you with consistency in terminology across multiple translations. By acting as your trusted provider for the entire complicated process, we deliver peace of mind.

- We handle all major European, Asian, and Latin American languages and regularly translate in over 50 language pairs.

- Landon IP performs all of our translation projects in accordance with processes that exceed the quality assurance standards for translation services defined by ASTM International and the European Committee for Standardization (CEN).

- All translations are handled by native-language patent translators with expertise in the relevant technical art. We use a best practice linguist selection process, which includes subject matter-specific certification. Translation is followed by editing by a second specialized patent translator, and then proofreading by the Project Manager to ensure adherence to formatting and other customer requirements.

- We have an in-house team of over 120 technologists who are available to provide assistance as subject matter experts throughout a project. As appropriate, we use our QuadCheck™ process, which incorporates formal involvement by a bilingual technologist as an additional quality control step.

- Landon IP understands that successful translation projects require extensive interaction with the customer at all stages of the effort. Throughout every project, one of our patent-proficient Project Managers will be your single point-of-contact. They’ll work hand-in-hand with you to ensure that we understand your requirements up front, promptly resolve any questions that arise during the course of your projects, and provide final translation deliverables that meet or exceed your expectations.

- Landon IP partners with you to determine the exact approach, level of service, and type of deliverable you need to meet your business or legal objectives, which may differ from project to project.
In addition to translations and filing support, Landon IP provides other global support services throughout the patent lifecycle, including patent searching, IP analytics, and information research and document retrieval. Our customers include:

- 100% of the busiest patent litigation law firms identified in IP Law & Business’s survey
- 66% of the top patent law firms and individuals on Intellectual Property Today’s list
- 38% of IPO’s list of the top 300 organizations granted U.S. patents
- 17 of the top 50 companies in the Fortune 50
- 51 of the 100 Top Global Innovators on Thomson Reuters’ list

Landon IP is headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia, U.S., just a few blocks from the offices of the USPTO. We also have offices in:
- Southfield, Michigan, U.S.
- London, United Kingdom
- Tokyo, Japan
- Shanghai, China

For more information about how Landon IP can help your organization, visit our website at www.landon-ip.com or contact us:
- In the U.S. at +1 703.486.1150 or mail@landon-ip.com
- In Europe at +44 (0)20 3116 6400 or europe@landon-ip.com
- In Japan at +81 (0)3 6717 4062 or japan@landon-ip.com
- In China at +86 (0)21 5239 9929 or china@landon-ip.com

For more than 25 years, Landon IP has specialized in providing high-quality intellectual property translations, with a focus on patent applications, patents, and prior art documents. Unlike many of our competitors, patents are at the core of our business, allowing us to give you the peace of mind you require for your critical patent translation and global filing needs.